


The Challenge

▪ HPC
▪ Data Science and Machine Learning
▪ General applications supporting business processes

▪ Containerized and non-containerized
▪ Virtualized and non-virtualized
▪ On-premises and in the cloud

▪ Hard to find and retain skilled staff
▪ Hard to maximize resource utilization and scale 

up/down/out appropriately
▪ Hard to be remain flexible / agile and up to date

IT departments required to host 
a variety of different workloads

Multiple ways to run workloads

Hard to build, manage, and monitor 
the necessary computing infrastructure



Competing effectively and solving 
complex business problems is driving 
new types of workloads

Transformation Trends

Data-Intensive
Workloads

Cloud Adoption 

Private and public cloud are both 
attractive options for IT organizations

Linux-based clusters are the preferred 
infrastructure for running advanced 
workloads and private clouds

Compute-Intensive
Workloads

Clustered IT infrastructure 
provides the foundation



Services are Converging

Advanced clustered IT infrastructure 
enables the convergence

HPC, Big Data, 
and Machine Learning 

are becoming mission-critical 

Cloud adoption 
is table stakes

The services those resources 
support are also converging

Smart operators use 
convergence to maximize 
innovation, insight, and agility



Are you ready? 



Whatever the approach, the 
enterprise datacenter needs a 
trusted platform for deploying, 
managing, and monitoring its 
advanced IT infrastructure.



What would it mean to your organization if you could…  

• Deploy a cluster in 5 minutes?

• Extend your infrastructure into the 
cloud with a few clicks?

• Automate the deployment and 
management of new infrastructure?

• Free up specialized staff for 
higher-value activities?

• Retain knowledge of infrastructure 
management and best practices?

• Spin up and tear down clustered 
environments in minutes?



Recommended Approach
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Host all workloads on clusters rather than individual servers

Multiple workloads and execution paradigms on same cluster

Fast, automated re-purposing of compute resources 

Use manual or policy-driven control

Automatically extend on-premises infrastructure to public cloud



Introducing: Bright Software 

Empowering the adoption of 
advanced clustered infrastructure for 

HPC, Data Science, 
and Private Clouds



Bright software automates
deploying, managing, and 
monitoring clustered server 
infrastructure in the 
data center or in the cloud



Ideal for managing converged 
IT with multiple cluster types 
deployed across both physical 
and virtual infrastructure, 
on premises or in the cloud.



Here’s what you can do with Bright

Deliver computing capacity fast

Provision 10 to 10,000+ nodes from bare metal in minutes

Repurpose servers to accommodate fluctuating workloads on the fly

Extend your on-premises environment to AWS and Azure Dynamically

Automate provisioning, deployment, and management
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Bright for Data Science 
makes it easy to use a 

Bright cluster for AI



Cluster Manager

Bright for Data Science
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Bright for 

Data Science



Without Bright

• Not installable from 
OS repositories

• Time-consuming, manual 
installation of deep 
learning libraries and 
frameworks

• 60+ dependencies must 
be satisfied

• Versions must all 
work together



“This [solution] will be a 
powerful productivity 
multiplier for customers 
because these software 
modules take days to 
download and install if 
using the open source 
repositories.”

– a Bright user

With Bright



With Bright:  two simple commands

# yum install tensorflow cm-jupyterhub

# yum --installroot=/cm/images/ai-image \
install cm-ml-distdeps

• 1st command installs frameworks into a shared directory on the 
head node. It is immediately available on every node in cluster.

• Yum installs all dependencies for tensorflow and cm-jupyterhub, 
and all the Python dependencies 

• 2nd command installs all library dependencies into ai-image
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▪ Uniformity: cloud nodes look & feel 
same as 
on-premise nodes

▪ Single workload management 
system

▪ Same user authentication

▪ Same software images used for 
provisioning

▪ Same shared software 
environment 
(e.g. NFS applications tree, 
environment modules)

Cloud Bursting

▪ On-premise cluster 
extended 
with resources from public 
cloud

▪ Possible to do gradual 
transition to cloud

▪ Multi-cloud possible 
(e.g. some jobs to AWS, 
some to Azure)

▪ Applications will run in 
cloud as if they were 
running in an on-premise 
cluster



Achieving Uniformity

PROVISIONING AUTHENTICATION WORKLOAD 
MANAGEMENT

▪ Node-installer loaded from 
cloud machine image 
(instead of loading through 
PXE)

▪ Cloud director serves as 
provisioning node for all 
nodes in particular cloud 
region

▪ Cloud director receives copy 
of all software images (kept 
up-to-date automatically)

▪ Same kernel version

▪ Head node runs LDAP server

▪ Cloud director runs LDAP 
replica server

▪ AD/external LDAP also 
possible

▪ Typical set-up: one job 
queue per cloud region

▪ User decides whether to run 
job on-premise or in cloud 
by submitting to queue

▪ Single queue containing all 
nodes also possible



REGION YREGION X



Scaling node count up/down
Add/remove cloud nodes:

▪ Manually by administrator
▪ Automatically based on workload in queue 

using cm-scale tool

cm-scale node operations:
▪ Power on/off
▪ Create new node (in cloud) / terminate
▪ Move to new node category 

(i.e. re-purpose node)
▪ Subscribe to new configuration overlay 

(i.e. re-purpose node)

Custom policies via Python module

SCALE



Moving data in/out of cloud
▪ Jobs depend on input data 

and produce output data

▪ cm-sub allows user to specify data 
dependencies for jobs

▪ Job input data will be moved into cloud 
before job resources are allocated

▪Data staged on temporary storage node 
(dynamically spun up)

▪ Job output data will be moved  back to on-premises cluster

▪Data movement is transparent to user



To manage advanced IT Infrastructure for…

Data Science

Spark

Cassandra

NoSQL

Deep Learning

Machine Learning

HPC

Big Data Analytics

Life Science

Energy

Pharma

Education

Government

Manufacturing

Defense

Academic
Research

OpenStack
Virtual

Machines

choose

Big Data



What is Bright Edge?

A new feature in Bright 8.2 
that allows nodes of a single, 
centrally managed cluster to 
span geographic locations



What is Bright Edge?

Simplified deployment and 
management of edge 
compute

Reduced admin time for 
distributed clusters

Promotes standardization



Customer Spotlight: Van Andel Institute "We know that cloud 
computing is the wave of 
the future. The hybrid 
approach we are getting 
with Bright is providing a 
path that helps us 
transition. ”

— Zack Ramjan, Research 
Computing Architect, VAI

Van Andel Institute (VAI) hosts 
thirty individual research groups 
who use genomic sequencing 
analysis, molecular dynamics 
simulation, and modeling to 
investigate epigenetics, cancer, 
and neurodegenerative diseases.

Bright OpenStack lets VAI manage 
high-performance computing 
(HPC) and cloud computing in the 
same infrastructure, greatly 
reducing the labor and effort 
needed for management and 
change control.



Customer Spotlight: Boeing

”This supports one of Boeing’s IT 
priorities to realize productivity 
gains by streamlining processes 
and tools to eliminate waste.”

— Luis Gutierrez, Global Data Center 
and Server Infrastructure Director

Boeing makes extensive use of IT to 
assist in engineering products. Over 
time it acquired some 13,000 servers 
that were distributed geographically. 
Administration was ad hoc, 
maintenance inconsistent, and 
utilization sub-optimal. 

Today, Boeing uses Bright Cluster 
Manager to consolidate their servers 
into Mega Data Centers, reducing cost 
and tripling server utilization top 90%



To manage advanced IT Infrastructure for…

COMPUTE AND DATA INTENSIVE 
WORKLOADS 

ON PREMISES OR IN THE CLOUD

INNOVATION, INSIGHT 
AND AGILITY



What Our Customers Say

“Bright cuts my own workload by 50%, 
and pays for itself over and over in 
terms of headcount savings.”

“Compared to the open source toolkits 
we were using, we typically save at least 
a day per month on just systems 
maintenance alone.”

“We've experienced substantial savings 
in terms of hardware, maintenance and 
a reduction in staff hours.”


